
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warrnambool
Monday, 12 Apr 2021

Weather conditions: Overcast

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: J. Rea

Stewards: G. Dimsey, P. Watson & G. Rea

Judges: T. Lockwood

Lure Drivers: N. Kenna

Starter: A. Mills

Kennel Supervisor: H. Lucas

Kennel Attendants: J. Hosking

Veterinarian: Dr. J. Jardine

Race 1
MACEY'S BISTRO (250+ RANK)

11:05 am
390m

Maiden

All persons attending the venue today carried face masks, observed social distance requirements, and
maintained room density quotients for the race meeting.

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Paper Kite – New declared weight of  24.9 kg, last raced at 26.0 kg.

Frida Firefly – New declared weight of 28.3 kg, last raced at 26.8 kg.

Emerald Galore, Frida Firefly and Rebel Bowie were slow to begin.

Little Herbie galloped on Rebel Bowie on the first turn; checking Little Herbie, Rebel Bowie, Frida Firefly
and Spice Tears.  Frida Firefly and Little Herbie collided approaching the winning post.

A post-race sample was taken from Madlenka - the winner of the event.

Race 2
FIND US ON FACEBOOK (250+ RANK)

11:22 am
390m

Maiden

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Alfie Solomon and Over Value were quick to begin.

Darley Lass, Texan Galore, Blue Cherry Miss and Tank Girl collided approaching the first turn and again on
the first turn; checking Darley Lass, Blue Cherry Miss and Tank Girl.  Darley Miss and Tank Girl collided on
the first turn and again approaching the home turn, checking Darley Lass.  Darley Lass, Blue Cherry Miss
and Tank Girl collided approaching the winning post.

Race 3
WANNON PARK BINGO- THURSDAYS

(250+ RANK)
11:40 am

390m
Grade 7

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Rockin' Diamonds was slow to begin.

Charm Offensive checked off Darley Dynamo soon after the start.  Mobile Doll May checked off Millie's
Wonder on the first turn.  Pronator, Millie's Wonder and Darley Dynamo collided on the first turn; checking
Pronator, Millie's Wonder, Darley Dynamo, Mobile Doll May and Rockin' Diamonds.  All Inn Toffee checked
off Pronator approaching the home turn.  Black Eyed Heart, Darley Dynamo and Pronator collided
approaching the home turn, checking Darley Dynamo.  All Inn Toffee and Millie's Wonder collided on the
home turn.  Mobile Doll May brushed the running rail in the home straight and lost ground.

Race 4
NORFOLK BUTCHERS (250+ RANK)

11:59 am
390m

Grade 5

An out of competition sample was taken from Lilly Patch on Tuesday, 23 March 21 pursuant to GAR 79A.

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Aston Malmo was slow to begin.

Jayla Bale checked off Nanda Sizzle soon after the start.  Knock An Scratch, Lilly Patch, Lenny's Jagger
and Aston Malmo collided on the first turn; checking Lilly Patch and Aston Malmo.  Black Heel High
contacted the running rail on the first turn and lost ground.  Lenny's Jagger checked off Black Heel High
approaching the home turn.  Nanda Sizzle, Knock An Scratch and Aston Malmo collided approaching the
winning post.

Black Heel High underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a spike wound the
left hindleg paw, abrasions to the left foreleg wrist, left foreleg monkey muscle and right foreleg wrist
injuries.  A10 day stand down period was imposed.

A post-race sample was taken from Aston Malmo - the winner of the event.

In accordance with LR 22 Mr T Hampson was issued with a warning regarding the non-compliance with
the GRV Dress Code.



Race 5
KERMONDS HAMBURGERS (250+

RANK)
12:14 pm

450m
Mixed 6/7

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Mystic Diamond checked off Tinker Luke soon after the start.  Mick's Kimmy checked off Rich Con
approaching the first turn.  Destroy We Said checked off Mick's Kimmy approaching the first turn.  Mick's
Kimmy and Raging Rocco collided on the first turn, checking Raging Rocco.  Rich Con and Frothy's Friday
collided in the home straight.  Raging Rocco tired in the home straight.

Raging Rocco underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have left foreleg shoulder
joint and right foreleg chest muscle injuries.  A seven day stand down period was imposed.

Race 6
EDWARDS ELECTRICAL (250+ RANK)

12:34 pm
390m

Grade 5

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Stewards discussed the frequency of racing for Diva Dot with trainer, Mr J Formosa and noted his
comments.

Nova's Girl checked off Bad Bailey soon after the start.  Myola Knight, Longstaff, Diva Dot and Bad Bailey
collided approaching the first turn and again on the first turn; checking Myola Knight, Longstaff and Diva
Dot.  Longstaff checked off Another Avatar approaching the home turn.  Myola Knight raced wide on the
home turn.  Longstaff and Another Avatar collided in the home straight, checking Longstaff.  Free Advice
and Bad Bailey collided in the home straight.

Diva Dot underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a left hindleg quadriceps
injury.  A five day stand down period was imposed.

A post-race sample was taken from Rockstar Harley - the winner of the event.

Race 7
COAST FM & 3YB (250+ RANK)

12:49 pm
450m

Grade 5

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Papa Panda checked off Joffa's Impala approaching the first turn.  Molly Tessa checked off Me Silly
approaching the first turn.  Papa Panda checked off Crispy Duck on the first turn and collided with Solar
System.  Crispy Duck and Joffa's Impala collided on the first turn.  Molly Tessa checked off Me Silly on the
first turn.  Crispy Duck and Joffa' Impala collided on the home turn.  Warrior Jake checked off Me Silly on
the home turn and collided with Rower's Rule.

Race 8
CASSIGN DESIGN (250+ RANK)

1:09 pm
450m

Grade 5

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

A pre-race sample was taken from Tigers Nineteen.

Tigers Nineteen and Esmay collided approaching the first turn, checking Tigers Nineteen.  Rampant Teresa
and Running The Wind collided on the first turn; checking both greyhounds.  Annie My Mate checked off
Chicken Schnitty on the first turn.  Annie My Mate and Running The Wind collided in the home straight.

Race 9
TAB - LONG MAY WE PLAY (250+

RANK)
1:27 pm
390m

Grade 7

There was no head-on vision available for this race

Candy Storm – Late scratching at 10:38 am on the advice of the On–Track Veterinarian (GAR 37), due to an
elevated temperature.  A 14 day stand down period was imposed. 

Pandora's Blue was slow to begin.

Patricia Mary and Pandora's Blue collided approaching the home turn.  Joffa's Liberty checked off
Soundstage entering the home straight.

Sin City Batman, which trailed the field, underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was re-
examined following race 11.  Sin City Batman was found to have a spike wound to the left foreleg,
abdominal muscle, right foreleg monkey, left hindleg quadriceps and right hindleg hamstring injuries.  A 14
day stand down period was imposed.

Race 10
MEPUNGA BLAZER @ STUD (250+

RANK)
1:44 pm
390m

Grade 6

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Will's Bella and Wishly Bale collided approaching the first turn, checking Wishly Bale.  Myola Dawn
galloped on Wishly Bale on the first turn.  Frothy's De Goey checked off Explosive Yaala approaching the
home turn.

Race 11
MEPUNGA CRUZER @ STUD (250+

RANK)
2:07 pm
390m

Grade 6

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

A pre-race sample was taken from Capitis.

Cawbourne Move and Capitis collided soon after the start, checking Cawbourne Move.  Capitis and Lektra
Nat collided on the first turn.

Capitis underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a right foreleg chest muscle
injury.  A five day stand down period was imposed.



Race 12
BROAD TREE SERVICES (250+ RANK)

2:27 pm
390m

Grade 5

There was no head-on vision available for this race.

Keybow Sally – Late scratching at 10:31 am when trainer, Mr K Ward reported the greyhound to have
gastroenteritis (GAR 23).  A 10 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards will require a veterinary
certificate pursuant to GAR 20(3)(v) before any future nomination will be accepted. 

Cristalle Blue checked off Darley Park approaching the first turn.  Darley Park turned its head outwards on
the first turn and collided with Benefit Summary; severely checking both greyhounds.  Darley Park and
Loco Luca collided entering the home straight.

Benefit Summary underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have spike wounds to
both hindlegs, left hindleg thigh and right foreleg wrist injuries.  A seven day stand down period was
imposed.

Darley Park underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have spike wounds to all four
paws, no stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to handler, Mr T Monaghan regarding the
greyhounds racing manners on the first turn.  Acting under the provisions of GAR 69B (1), Darley Park was
charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of injury).  Mr Monaghan pleaded
guilty to the charge, Darley Park was found guilty and must perform a Satisfactory Trial  in accordance with
GAR 69B (1) and pursuant to GAR 72, before any future nomination will be accepted.

Satisfactory Trials:

All In Aussie  – FTC 15/02/2021 WBL - Field of 4, Distance 390m, Weight 35.7 kg, Box 5, Placed 2nd, Time
Run 23:348 - Comment: Not Cleared, eased on the home turn and in the home straight.

To watch this Satisfactory Trial, copy WBL MON 12 APR 21 ST1 into the search engine of YouTube.




